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Experiments with supercooled liquid hydrogen
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We report on experiments performed with droplets of supercooled liquid Hz, maintained in a
state of neutral buoyancy in pressurized He fluid. We have measured the nucleation rate for
solidification as a function of temperature, and have observed and analyzed several interesting hy-

drodynamic effects relating to the motion of the drops and interactions between them. We discuss
the possibility of supercooling liquid H2 to sufficiently low temperatures to observe the superfluid

phase.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we report experiments performed on su-
percooled liquid hydrogen. ' This system is of interest
because it has been predicted that the amount by which
it should be possible to supercool below the normal
freezing temperature T3 should be unusually large. This
can be understood as follows. The strength cLJ of the
Lennard- Jones potential between two para-hydrogen
(p -H2) molecules is 37 K. For a classical Lennard-Jones
system T3 is given by

kT3 ——0.7cLq .

For p-H2 this would give T3-26 K, whereas the actual
T3 is only 13.8 K. The lowering of the freezing temper-
ature is a result of the quantum-mechanical zero-point
energy, which is smaller in the liquid phase than in the
solid. One can estimate that although the total binding
energy of the solid at T =0 K is -90 K, the difference
in energy between the liquid and solid at T =0 K is only-6 K. Thus, the zero-point energy lowers the freezing
temperature by almost a factor of 2, and even comes
close to making the liquid the stable phase at T =0 K.
This small difference in energy between the liquid and
the solid phases increases the possibility of large super-
cooling.

In Ref. 2 the rate I (T) of homogeneous nucleation
(per unit volume and time) of the solid phase from the
liquid was calculated. This rate is very small, just below
T3, and then increases rapidly with decreasing tempera-
ture to a maximum value at around 7 K. Below this
temperature the rate falls very rapidly because of the de-
crease of the thermal energy available to get the system
over the nucleation barrier. Thus, if it is possible to
cool liquid Hz through the range of temperatures where
I is large, one might be able to reach a low-temperature
region where the liquid is essentially stable. In this case
it would then be possible to reach the superfluidity tem-
perature of liquid H2, which has been estimated to be 2
or3K.

The feasibility of doing an experiment like this de-
pends critically on the maximum value I,„of the nu-
cleation rate. This quantity depends, in a very sensitive

way, on the value of the liquid-solid surface energy aLs.
A 10%%uo variation is aLs changes I,„by more than 10
orders of magnitude. A measurement of I at any tem-
perature, however, enables one to determine aLs by corn-
parison with the theory. The theory can then be used
to predict I at other temperatures, specifically, an esti-
mate could be made of I

In this paper we report on measurements of I ( T) in
the temperature range 10.6—11.2 K, and we use this
data to calculate aLs. We also describe several interest-
ing hydrodynamic effects which have been observed in
these experiments. Finally, we will discuss the prospects
for the production of superfluid H2.

II. EXPERIMENT

To study the homogeneous nucleation rate it is neces-
sary to eliminate heterogeneous nucleation. Thus, the
liquid must be free of impurities and should not be in
contact with the solid walls of a container, etc. To elim-
inate a container one could study liquid drops in free
fall, do an experiment in a zero-gravity environment, or
study a cloud of fine droplets falling very slowly through
helium gas. Another possibility is to levitate the sample
acoustically or by means of electromagnetic radiation.
In our experiment we have levitated liquid-H2 drops by
making them neutrally buoyant in He fluid. The criti-
cal temperature T, of He is 5.2 K, so that above this
temperature it is possible to vary the density of He fluid
continuously over a wide range. At any temperature
above T, there exists a certain pressure at which liquid
H2 and fluid He will have the same density. We calcu-
late this pressure in the Appendix, and show the result
over the range of temperature 10—12 K in Table I.

The design of our experiment is shown in Fig. 1. For
most of the measurements of nucleation rate the cell was
a cylindrical chamber 5 cm in diameter and 6.5 cm long.
In some of the earlier experiments a cell only 1.3 cm
long was used. The walls of the cell are 0.5-cm-thick
Pyrex glass and are indium-sealed to thick copper end
plates. The cell is held together by six 0.12-cm-diam
stainless-steel bolts which run vertically between the two
end plates. The cell is cooled by a post (copper with a
stainless-steel section), the upper end of which is at-
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TABLE I. Pressure at which liquid H2 floats in helium fluid
as a function of temperature.

T (K) P (bars) T (K) P (bars)

10
10.2
10.4
10.6
10.8

13.03
13.49
13.95
14.40
14.86

11
1 1.2
1 1.4
1 1.6
1 1.8

15.31
15.76
16.21
16.66
17.11

//

/

//

/

//

/

L 3

FIG. 1. Experimental cell. (a) H2 fill line. (b) Top copper
end plate. (c) Indium seal. (d) Stainless-steel plate with orifice.
(e) Pyrex cylinder. (f) Stainless-steel bolt (one of six) holding
cell together. (g) Bottom copper end plate. (h) He fill line.

tached to the lower plate and the lower end immersed in
the main liquid- He bath. The temperatures of the end
plates are controlled by heaters, and in a typical case
these temperatures are 15 K for the top plate and 7 K
for the bottom. Because of this temperature gradient,
the He density in the cell decreases with height. The
copper end plates serve to reduce horizontal temperature
gradients, and any resulting convection currents. There
is some height at which the density of the He matches
that of liquid H2 (the "liquid level" ), and at a lower
height solid Hz will be neutrally buoyant ("solid level" ).

The cell is prepared for an experiment by pumping on
it at room temperature for several days and flushing it
with He gas. It is then cooled to low temperatures
while under vacuum. He is introduced into the cell
through a filter which is immersed in the main He bath.
This filter was made of 1-pm alumina powder
sandwiched between sintered copper powder. The cell
was filled to the desired pressure (13—17 bars) in about 1

h. The H2 drops were formed by introducing liquid H2
into the cell through an orifice of 10 pm diam cut in a
stainless-steel disk of 25 pm thickness mounted in the
center of the top plate. This liquid H& had been convert-
ed to p-H2 by passing it through 5 cm of nickel silicate
at 15 K in an external Dewar. Before entering the cell it
passed through a filter, similar to the He filter, which
was at 20 K. The starting H2 was 99.995%%uo pure, not

counting the 0.015 at. % of deuterium as an impurity.
Once the cell was filled with He and the upper fill line

containing H2 liquid, the system was left for -30 min so
that thermal equilibrium was established. The pressure
on the Hz was then raised by -0.5 bar for 10—30 sec,
and then returned to its original value. This produced a
jet of liquid Hz which broke into fine droplets. As the
droplets slowed because of interaction with the helium
fluid, coalescence occurred. When the overpressure on
the H2 was small, the jet velocity was low and large
drops (100—500 pm diam) were obtained. For larger
overpressure the drop size decreased, and some drops
were produced whose diameter was in the range below
40 pm.

The droplets were observed through a long-working-
distance microscope. ' Because we viewed the drops
through the cylindrical cell wall and the four layers of
curved glass of the De~ar, " it was impossible to mea-
sure the sizes of drops whose diameter was below -30
pm. A video camera attached to the microscope and
video recorder were used to record the motion of the
drops and nucleation events.

III. RESULTS

Liquid-H2 drops were introduced into the cell, and
settled at the liquid level. There was, on occasion, a
small horizontal drift of the drops which must have ori-
ginated from convection currents in the cell produced by
the disturbance of the jet. Occasionally drops were seen
to collide and coalesce, as we will describe later. In gen-
eral, however, the drops were remarkably stable and in-
dividual drops could be observed (depending on temper-
ature) for as long as 30 min.

A. Jumping drops

When the pressure in the cell is slowly lowered, the
liquid drops move to a new level to satisfy the buoyancy
condition, and their temperature is lowered. For large
drops (diameter 500—1000 pm) one begins to see nu-
cleation of the solid at —16 bars. When nucleation
occurs the drops do not simply fa11 to the solid buoyancy
level. Instead, they first jump upwards and then fall.
The reason for this is as follows. When nucleation
occurs the latent heat of fusion is liberated, and the drop
warms. The hot drop heats a layer of the surrounding
helium fluid, and this layer expands and moves upward
dragging the hydrogen drop with it (Fig. 2). Eventually
the heat stored in the hydrogen drop is exhausted, and
the drop then falls rapidly to the solid level.

In Fig. 3 we show measurements of the height z of
several drops as a function of the time t after the solid
has nucleated. These data were obtained by measuring
the position of a drop on individual frames of a video
recording. ' The time between frames was

3Q
sec. At

first sight the data appear to be well described by a para-
bola, i.e., the drop appears to have an initial upward ve-
locity and a subsequent motion described by a constant
downward acceleration g . For this to happen the drop
would have to cool very rapidly (in 0.1 sec, or less),
which would give an upward force due to the helium
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where R is the radius of the drop, v the velocity, gG the
viscosity of the helium fluid, and the Reynolds number is

2R UPG
N(Re) = (4)

The terminal velocity U„ is then the solution of the
equation

HYDROGE
DROP

HEATED
AYE R OF
HELIUM

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the heated layer of helium
Rowing around the drop.

lasting only for a short time. One would also need the
drag exerted on the drop by the helium during the
remainder of the trajectory to cause insignificant effects.
It is easy to show that this interpretation is incorrect.
For the drops shown in Fig. 3, the values of g' required
to fit the data vary from drop to drop and are less than
10 cm sec . This compares with the expected value of

Ps —PL —2g' =, g =70 cm sec
ps+ 2PG

(2)

F =6m.gzvR j 1+0.15[N(Re)] ), (3)

0. 15

0. 10

0.05

0 0.2

TIME ( sec j

FICx. 3. Height z of a drop as a function of the time t after
the nucleation of the solid. The heights were measured at in-
tervals of 30 sec from a video tape recording. Results for
difFerent drops are labeled by the drop radius in pm.

where ps and PL are the densities of solid and liquid hy-
drogen, PG is the density of the gas, and the effect of the
backflow around the solid sphere has been included
through the —,'PG term in the denominator.

To try to obtain a satisfactory understanding of the
data, we calculate the terminal velocity of solid drops.
For the viscous force exerted by the helium we use the
expression'

v „=— (ps —pL )g /[ 1+0. 15[N(Re) ]
9 gG

This assumes the drop has completely solidified and is at
the temperature of the helium. Terminal velocities cal-
culated from (5) are in excellent agreement (210%%uo) with
the velocity of the drops as they return to height zero.
We have checked this for drops with R between 30 and
200 pm. These data thus imply that on the downward
part of the trajectory the drop is solid.

The time to reach the terminal velocity is quite short.
For R = 100 pm, for example, U /g is only 0.02 sec, i.e.,
less than one frame of the recording system. This result
implies that in the earlier part of the trajectory the iner-
tia of the drop can probably be ignored, i.e., the velocity
of the drop is determined by a balance between the in-
stantaneous values of the viscous drag force F, exerted
on the drop by the convecting helium, and the gravita-
tional force Fg due to the increased density of the hydro-
gen as it becomes solid. The variation of the velocity
with time is due to the change of these two forces as the
drop cools.

Consider first how the temperature of the drop
changes after nucleation occurs. Let the temperature of
the drop before freezing be Tp, and let the enthalpies per
mole of liquid and solid at temperature T be hL (T) and
hs(T). In the time before any heat leaves the drop the
enthalpy will remain constant. However, the enthalpy of
the liquid for To in the range of interest (10.6—11.2 K) is
greater than hs at T3. Hence, after nucleation the drop
must be a mixture of liquid and solid at temperature T3.
The fraction of the mass of the drop which is solid is
therefore

hL (T3)—hL (TP)
(6)

hL (T3)—hs(T3)

For Tp at 11 K this fraction is -0.3. The fractional
change in volume of the drop is then

pL, (To) pr. (TO)=f —I +(I f ) —I . —(7)
V ps(T3) pL (T3)

It turns out that the decrease in density due to the
thermal expansion of the part remaining liquid very
nearly cancels the increase in density of the part of the
drop that freezes. In the range 11.5 ) Tp & 10.5 K,

~

5V/V
~

is always less than 0.002, whereas when the
drop has completely frozen 5V/V = —0.09. Thus, E~ is
initially essentially zero and only becomes appreciable as
the drop cools.

To estimate the rate at which the drop cools we have
to consider both heat loss from the surface of the drop
and heat transport within the drop. For the rate Q at
which the drop loses energy to the helium we use'
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Q =4rrR b, TxG I 1+0 5.57[N(Gr)]'~ [N(Pr)]'~ I, (8)

ATR
N(Gr) =

IG
(9)

pG, PG, and rIG are the density, expansion coefficient,
and viscosity of the helium, and AT is the excess temper-
ature of the surface of the hydrogen relative to the heli-
um. N(Pr) is the Prandtl number (C~rIG/pGKG), where
Cz is the specific heat per unit volume of the helium,
and ~G is the thermal conductivity. Equation (8) is an
approximate result for a solid sphere held at rest in a
large volume of gas. For the drop to freeze, but still be
at T&, we have to remove an amount of heat

d =(IrGt/Cp )'

The time is related to the velocity by

(12)

that for ordinary crystals. However, it seems unlikely
that this could be a big enough effect to make ~F as large
as ~„~ for the 32-pm drop.

Finally, consider the upward force on the drop due to
the convection. For simplicity, we make an approximate
calculation' of the force when the velocity of the drop is
zero; the extension to a moving drop is straightforward.
Let the thickness of the layer of helium which is heated
be d (see Fig. 2), and let its velocity be UI. We assume
that d &&R and that the whole helium layer has excess
temperature AT. The thickness of the layer must be re-
lated to the time t for the layer to flow round the drop
by

4 mR

3 Ug Tp
(10) mR

t =
UI

(13)

where vI is the molar volume of the liquid. As heat is
lost by the drop a solid layer will form at the surface. If
the conductivity of the solid is high enough the tempera-
ture at the surface of the drop will stay at T& until the
entire drop has frozen. Thus, 6T will be equal to
T& —Tp. Given this assumption, one can calculate from
(8) and (10) the time rz for the drop to freeze. This time
comes out to be 0.005 sec for R =32 pm and 0.023 sec
for R =93 pm. These times are both short compared to
the time ~„~ the drops take to reach the maximum
height. A possible reason for this, at least for the larger
drops, can be understood from Eq. (8). The second
term, which involves the Grashof number, represents the
contribution to the cooling rate due to convection of the
helium relative to a drop, which is held fixed. In our ex-
periment the drop is free to move and, particularly in
the early stage when its density is close to that of the
helium, will have a velocity close to that of the helium.
Thus, Eq. (8) overestimates the cooling rate, especially
for large drops where the convection term in Eq. (8) is
much larger than the conduction term. For example, if
we drop the convection term the freezing times ~z be-
come 0.01 and 0.12 sec for the 32- and 93-pm drops.
For the 93-pm drops this would then be sufficiently long
to explain the observed ~„~.

Consider now the heat transport within the drop.
Suppose that the cooling at the surface is perfect, i.e.,
the surface is held by the helium gas at Tp. Then one
can show that the time for the drop to become complete-
ly frozen is'

lLsR

6ssbT '

where lLs is the latent heat per unit volume, and ~z is
the thermal conductivity of the solid. If we use rnea-
sured values of ss ( —10' cgs at 12 K), we find rz equal
to 0.001 sec for R =32 pm and 0.008 sec for 93 pm.
These times are much less than the time for heat to leave
the drop, and this would imply that the assumption of
negligible temperature gradients in the solid layer is
reasonable. It is possible that since the hydrogen has
frozen quickly, it has a conductivity much lower than

For steady-state flow the viscous drag on the moving
layer must balance the buoyancy force. Thus, '

4mR dpgPGET =16vrR rlGU~/d . (14)

The upward drag force F~ exerted by the convecting lay-
er is then half the buoyancy force on the layer, and this
can be expressed as

2'"~""[N(Gr)]'",F„=
[N(Pr)]' pG

As a reference point, we can compare this force with the
gravitational force on the drop when it is completely
solid, which is

(15)

—', m.R (ps —pl )g . (16)

Fz is bigger than this if

hT ) 150R, (17)

where R is in cm. Thus, the drag force is certainly large
enough to make drops of the size we have measured
more upward initially. ' We have, in fact, observed that
very large drops (R &500 pm) scarcely jump at all, and
this is qualitatively consistent with Eq. (17).

The calculation just given assumes in several places
that R »d. Numerically Eqs. (12)—(14) give

0.01R '
d= (18)

Thus, for AT=3 K d is 24 pm for R =93 pm. Howev-
er, if R =32 pm, d is 18 pm and the layer is no longer
thin compared to the radius. For very small drops a
different picture is more appropriate. In a very short
time heat will diffuse from the drop into a volume of gas
which is larger than the drop size. This heated sphere of
gas will then convect upwards, and will drag the small
hydrogen drop with it. Eventually, the drop will fall out
of the region of heated gas, and will then descend. We
have not studied this process in detail, but it may be able
to explain why the small drops take longer to reach their
rnaximurn height than one would expect based on the
calculated cooling time.
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B. Height variations

When the liquid drops are observed carefully one finds
that there is an appreciable variation in the heights at
which they float. We considered several possible ex-
planations of this effect. Since the liquid drops are in a
vertical temperature gradient there will be a small force
due to thermophoresis. ' This force is proportional to
the radius R of the drop and, since the buoyancy force
varies as R, will cause different drops to float at
different heights. However, this effect is too small and is
in the wrong direction. There is a diffusiophoresis force
arising from the gradient in the density of H2 in the He
fluid. This also is too small. An axially symmetric con-
vection current in the cell would give a vertical force
proportional to R, and would therefore cause different
size drops to float at different heights. It is likely that
small currents of this type do exist in the cell. Howev-
er, they should cause a height variation which is larger
near the axis of the cell than near the walls, and this is
not observed. '

A significant clue to the origin of the effect is the ob-
servation that there is no such effect for the drops after
they have frozen and are at the solid level. A force
which exists on a liquid drop, but not a solid drop, arises
from the temperature dependence of the liquid-gas sur-
face tension a of the liquid drop. The bottom of the
liquid drop is colder than the top, and hence has a larger
surface tension. This produces a tangential force on the
surface of the drop, and the surface also flows from the
top to the bottom (Fig. 4). There is therefore a flow in-
duced in the helium and inside the drop. In the steady
state the viscous forces due to these induced flows bal-
ance the force on the surface resulting from the gradient
in the surface tension. If we assume that the flow veloci-
ty v is small, we have to solve the linearized Navier-
Stokes equations

Since a varies over the surface of the drop, the drop
must become nonspherical in order for the normal forces
to balance. This is a very small effect, since the
significant parameter is

R Ba
a Bz

(24)

One can solve Eqs. (19)—(21) for a sphere which is held
at rest by applied body forces. Outside the sphere the
solution is

R R
Vr =2Qp — COSH

r
(25)

R R
v(9 =Qp + sinO,

r r
(26)

P =Pp—
2'g G 0 pR cosO

2 (27)

Within the sphere

r 2

vr =2Q p 1 — cosO
R

(28)

2r
v ——2up —1+ sinO,

R

20'~ upr cosO
P =Pp-

R

with

1 Ba R 3&GQp=—
6 ()Z 'QL, +'QG Kl. +2KG

(29)

(30)

(31)

and Pp is equal to the pressure at the center of the drop.
The flow pattern is shown in Fig. 4. Given the flow ve-
1ocity, it is straightforward to show that there is a

g V2v =gradP,
divv=0 .

(19)

(20)

In addition, v must vanish at infinity, be continuous, and
have zero derivative normal to the surface of the sphere.
We have temporarily ignored the effect of gravity. For
the tangential forces on the surface of the sphere to bal-
ance we need

~ ~ 0

~ ~ \

~ ~

\ ~

\ ~

Ba
sinO

az ~rO, G ~rO, L (21) ~ 0

~ ~

~ ~

0

~ ~

0 ~

where o.„'q G and o.„'q L are the viscous tangential stresses
at the surface of the drop in the gas and liquid, respec-
tively. Let .the temperature gradient in the vertical
direction in the cell far away from the drop be T'.
Then, since the flow is assumed to be small, the tem-
perature gradient inside the drop will be

~ \ t ~

~ I

~ 0

~ y 0

~ 0

~ ~
e

3KG T',
Bz KL, +2KG

and so

(22)

~ 0

~ ~

~ ~

~ ~

~ ~
0

~ ~

4

~ ~

\

I ~

~ ~
~ ~ ~
\

~ ~

~ ~

\ ~

~ ~

~ I
~ 0

~ \

Ba 3~G, daT'
Bz ~ +2~ dT (23)

FIG. 4. Flows of hydrogen and helium induced by the vari-
ation of the surface tension. The figure shows steamlines, and
the spacing between the dots indicates the velocity.
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viscous force F upwards on the sphere

F 4
9GR G de T,

'gl. +Y)G KI. +2K@ dT
(32) T (K) A theor (cm2 )A exp (cm2 )

5.5 ~ 10-4
6.7X10-'
7.0X10 '
9.4X 10-4

1.9~ 10-'
2.5 ~ 10-4
3.0 &&

10-4
3.5 ~ 10-4

10.6
11.1
1 1.2
12

This is positive because da fdT is negative. The drop
will be pushed up until it reaches a height h at which the
buoyancy force Fz balances F . Now

TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical results for the pa-
rameter A in Eq. (34).

~PG
F~ ———,~R gT'h . (33)

Hence, the displacement of the drop from the level at
which PL

——PG is

h=—
R

with .

(34)

1 QG 3+G

dt's

g 'gL + IG KL + 2KG dT
~P6
BT p

(35)

and

gL ——1.06)& 10 e '

~L ——668+ 566T,

(36)

(37)

As shown in Fig. 5, the height as a function of R is fair-
ly well described by the R ' law predicted by Eq. (34).
We have tested this at several temperatures, and used
the data to find values for A (Table II). To calculate A

we have had to estimate the parameters for the super-
cooled liquid. We used

2RU~PG
N(Re) = (39)

at saturated vapor pressure. We have measured the
effect of high-pressure helium gas on a, and found a
reduction of a of 30—40%%uo in the pressure range 10—20
bars. (2) The viscosity gL may increase with decreasing
T more rapidly than Eq. (36) predicts. (3) The assump-
tion of a small velocity flow is not valid under the condi-
tions of our experiment. If the flow is too large the tem-
perature gradient in the vicinity of the drop is altered by
the convection, and the force on the drop will be
changed. The magnitude of the corrections arising from
the alteration of the temperature gradient by the flow
are measured by the Marangoni number, and for the
conditions of our experiment there should be a
significant change in the force. In addition, if the veloci-
ty is large one cannot use the linearized Navier-Stokes
equation (19), and the term p(v V)v must be added. The
relative importance of this term can be characterized by
a Reynolds number N(Re), defined as

= —0.016T .
dT

(38)
where v, is the velocity at the equator of the drop
( —2uo). At 11 K, for example, we find that when the
temperature gradient is 1 K cm

These values (all in cgs units) are extrapolated from the
region where measurements exist above 14 K. The
theoretical values of A are shown in Table II, and are
2 —3 times larger than the experimental results. There
are several possible reasons for this: (1) Equation (38) is
obtained from the measured surface tension of liquid H2

N(Re) =2.7)& 10 R (40)

Thus, for a 100-pm-radius drop N(Re) is 27, and there
must be significant corrections to the linearized Navier-
Stokes equation.

C. Forces between drops

0. 15

Z:
O

(j:
4J

Ltj

0. 1

O. 05

0 200 400 E) OO

1 &RFID I US (cm

FIG. 5. Elevation of the drops plotted versus the inverse of
the radius R at 11.2 K. The straight line is a fit to the data us-
ing h =A/R, with A =3.0X10 cm .

There are several interesting effects (Fig. 6) which
occur when two drops are near each other, i.e., within a
few diameters. Two drops of equal size will float at the
same height. If they are sufFiciently close together in the
horizontal plane, they accelerate towards each other and
collide, Fig. 6(a). A second effect occurs when a large
drop drifts into a position underneath a small drop
which is floating at a higher level because of the effects
just discussed. The large drop pulls the small drop down
towards it. However, instead of a collision occurring,
the small drop settles into a stable configuration a dis-
tance smaller than the diameter of the small drop above
the top of the big drop, Fig. 6(b). This "drop-on-drop"
effect (DOD) sometimes produces vertical columns of as
many as four drops Fig. 6(c), the largest at the bottom
and the smallest at the top.

Both of these effects must be caused by the velocity
field discussed in the preceding section. The DOD effect
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(a)

(c) O

(b) Q Subramanian, and some experimental observations
have also been made. These calculations are for bub-
bles moving under the influence of forces of surface ten-
sion only (no gravity), and it is assumed that the flow ve-
locity is small. Consequently we cannot compare our
observations and these calculations.

D. Collisions between drops

(e) t=O

t= T~/2

t = T2

FIG. 6. Interactions between drops. (a) Two drops of
roughly equal size Aoating at same height are attracted to each
other. (b) A small drop is pulled down by a big drop and set-
tles into a stable position above it. {c) A column of drops is
formed. (d) Collision of two drops of roughly the same size. A
small drop is ejected at high velocity (wavy arrow) in the direc-
tion shown. (e) Possible shape of the drop after the collision.
For discussion see text.

is only seen in the short cell where the temperature gra-
dient is typically 8 Kcm '. In this case the Reynolds
number is large, and so the flow pattern induced by the
surface tension force will be substantially different from
the result we have calculated in the linear approxima-
tion. Thus, it is impossible to give a quantitative discus-
sion of the forces between drops. It is clear that a large
drop will produce a downward flow of the helium gas
above it, and that this flow can pull a small drop down
from the higher level it would otherwise occupy as a re-
sult of its own flow pattern, Eq. (34). However, it is
hard to understand why the small drop ends up in a
configuration of stable equilibrium. For example, sup-
pose the small drop is in equilibrium under the influence
of the buoyancy force, its internally generated surface-
tension levitating force, and the Stokes drag force due to
the flow generated by the big drop, as given by Eqs. (25)
and (26). It is easy to show that for the small drop to
have lateral stability under the influence of these forces
its height above the center of the big drop (radius Rz )

must be at least Rz&3. Experimentally the drops are
seen to be considerably closer together than this. This
could be because the flow pattern of the big drop is
changed due to the large value of N(Re).

Calculations of the interactions between two bubbles
in a liquid have been performed by Meyyappan and

4~~[R 2 +R 2 (R 3 +R 3 )2/3] (41)

If all this were converted into the kinetic energy of a
small ejected drop of radius R' (R ' «R, , R&), the veloc-
ity of ejection would be v given by

6a[R '+R ' —(R '+R ' )'"]
2=v

pLR'
(42)

For R
&

——l00 pm, R2 ——1SO pm, R'=30 pm, and a=3
cgs, we find v =S.7 cm sec ', of the same general magni-
tude as is observed.

We think that the kinetics of the effect may possibly
be understood in terms of the modes of oscillation of the
drop. For a liquid drop in a gas of the same density the
normal-mode frequencies ~„are given by

co„=A„(a/pLR )'

A„=[(n —1 )n (n +1)(n +2)/(2n +I)]'~
(43)

(44)

As mentioned above, two drops of roughly equal size
floating at the same height experience an attractive force
if they are close to each other. After collision, instead of
forming a single large drop, a small drop is usually eject-
ed as shown in Fig. 6(d). This small drop always ap-
pears on the side of the coalesced drop where the smaller
of the two original drops was originally (the "front" of
the drop). In a typical case the radius of the ejected
drop is ——,

' of the radius of the coalesced drop. One
cannot resolve the ejection process with the video recor-
der. In one frame the drops have not collided, and in
the next the collision has occurred, the small drop hav-
ing already moved, typically, 1 mm away. Thus, the
ejection velocity must be at least 3 cm sec

We have not been able to find this effect described in
the literature, although many experiments have been
performed to study the coalescence of water drops.
Most studies of water have been performed to under-
stand the distribution of drop sizes in rain. In general,
the results of these experiments show that at low relative
velocities single coalescence occurs. Park has report-
ed an effect called "reflex disjection" in which there is an
ejected drop moving in the same direction as we observe
(i.e., leaving from the front of the drop) but apparently
in his experiments (with water in nitrogen gas) this eff'ect
is not seen when the initial relative velocity of the start-
ing drops is very small. In general, the rain-drop studies
are mostly concerned with much larger approach veloci-
ties than in our experiment.

The kinetic energy of the ejected drop clearly comes
from the change in the surface energy of the system. If
drops of radii R

&
and R2 collide to produce a single big

drop, the surface energy decreases by
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1 R
&n =

2 pL
n —1

(45)

The lowest modes are lightly damped; we find, for exam-
ple, that for n =2 the quality factor at 11 K is 40. Con-
sequently, it is possible that when the drops coalesce,
several modes of the drop are excited, and that at a later
time these modes interfere constructively at some point
on the surface with such a large amplitude that a small
drop is ejected. Equivalently, one can describe the pro-
cess in terms of a wave propagating around the drop.
From the wave picture it would seem at first sight that
the large amplitude might appear at the back of the
drop. This is because the cylindrically symmetric waves,
which are generated at the front when coalescence
occurs, will first come back together when they reach
the back. However, this argument ignores the peculiari-
ties of the dispersion of surface waves on a drop, or
equivalently the harmonic relations between the mode
frequencies. The A„coefficients for n =2—6 have the
values 2.191, 4.140, 6.325, 8.739, and 11.368. Thus, the
modes are very close to being harmonically related, but
co„ is proportional to n —1, instead of n. It is easy to
show that the modes interfere constructively at the back
of the drop after a time of —,'T2, but that the displace-
ment of the surface is inward [Fig. 6(e)] and so there is
no tendency for a small drop to be ejected. At t =T2
each of the low-n modes has gone through approximate-
ly a whole number of cycles, and so the shape of the
drop is close to what it was at t =0, i.e., there is a bump
outwards at the front [Fig. 6(e)]. This description as-
sumes that the oscillations of the drop are small,
whereas in fact they are large and so there will be
significant nonlinear effects. We have to assume that
these nonlinearities are such that the bump reappearing
at the front at T2 becomes sharpened sufficiently to
cause a small drop to be ejected.

The lowest mode has n =2 and, for a 100 pm radius
drop, has period T2 ——0.47 msec. The damping of the
mode comes principally from the viscosity of the liquid;
the time w„ for the amplitude of the nth mode to attenu-
ate is

N =Noexp( —1 V~) . (47)

The data are consistent with this law and a value of I of
4. 1&10 cm sec '. If we repeat this experiment with
drops in a different size range, we again find an exponen-
tial law but the value of I is different even though the
temperature is nominally the same. Thus, Fig. 8 also
shows results with 5&(10 & V; &2&(10 which give
I =8.5&10 cm sec '. We always find in this way
that the apparent value of I increases as the drop size
decreases, i.e., small drops nucleate faster than they
should.

We have considered several possible reasons for this
effect. Since we can only measure drops which decay in
a limited time range (roughly r;„=0.3 sec to ~,„=300
sec), the measurement process inevitably introduces
some bias into the data. Thus, regardless of the value of
I, we will always find that for the drops which are seen
to freeze, ~; will be between ~;„and ~ „.Hence, this
causes the apparent value of I to vary with drop volume
in the direction observed. However, a detailed simula-
tion shows that this effect is too small to make I vary as
rapidly as observed.

A second possibility is that the nucleation occurs only
at the surface. This could occur if the surface energy be-
tween solid H2 and helium gas is sufficiently low. Sur-
face nucleation would make the apparent value of I
(defined as rate per unit volume) vary as V '~, which is

10

end of that time or simply moved out of the field of
view. Results are shown in Fig. 7. Notice that these
data are for I ( T) in the presence of a pressure P which
also varies with temperature.

We have studied the statistics of the freezing process.
At a temperature of 11 K we measured the lifetimes [r; [
of No ——136 drops with volumes [ V; ] between 5 X 10
and 2&10 cm . Figure 8 shows the number iY of
drops which have V;~; greater than V, . If there is a
constant probability I of nucleation per unit volume and
unit time then we should have

E. Nucleation rate measurements

To measure the nucleation rate 1 (T) we observed the
drops floating at the liquid level and determined the
times at which the different drops froze. The calculation
of I was complicated by the fact that some drops left or
entered the field of view of the microscope during the
observation time. In addition, the number of drops
changed because of coalescence, and some drops were
still liquid at the end of the observation time. Under
these conditions it is straightforward to show that the
value of I is given by

I

(0
m

I

E

10

10

10

10
10.6

I

10.8 11.2
QV, r;, (46)

TEMPERATURE tK)

where nd is the total number of drops that nucleated, V;
is the volume of the ith drop, and ~; is the time that it
was under observation as liquid, whether it froze at the

FIG. 7. Nucleation rate I as a function of temperature.
The solid line is the result of a calculation of I using the value
0.874 cgs for the liquid-solid surface energy aLs.
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FIG. 8. Fraction of drops for which V;r; is greater than Vr
plotted as a function of Vr. The upper data set is for drops
with volumes I V;I between 5X10 and 2X5 ' cm', and the
lower set with ( V;) between 5X10 and 2X10 cm'.

in the right direction. However, the variation observed
experimentally is more rapid than V ' . For example,
with the change in volume of a factor of 10 between the
two sets of drops included in Fig. 8, I changes by -5,
whereas V ' only changes by 2.2.

The most likely explanation of the effect of volume on
nucleation rate is the cooling of the drops due to eva-
poration. In our cell it is not possible to keep the partial
pressure of hydrogen equal to the saturated vapor pres-
sure of the liquid at all points. We observe that usually
liquid drops slowly evaporate. Consider what happens
when a drop of liquid Hz is placed in pure helium gas.
After a short time a steady state will be set up in which
H2 diffuses away from the drop surface at a rate

dN
dt

=4mRnsvpD (4&)

where nsvp is the number density of H2 at the saturated
vapor pressure, and D is the diffusion coefficient. The
evaporation of the H2 causes the drop to have a temper-
ature different from the helium by an amount

Dn svpIhT= (49)

where l is the latent heat per molecule, and ~G is the
thermal conductivity of helium. We can estimate that at
11 K nsvp=2. 3X 10', I = 1.5X 10' ergs, ~G ——2900
cgs. D has to be estimated from data at lower pressure;
we use the value ' 2X10 cm sec '. This gives a AT
of —0.024 K independent of the size of the drop. This
calculation ignores the effect of gravity. The cold gas
around the drop will sink, dragging the drop with it.
This flow of the gas increases the cooling because the
evaporation rate dN/dt will be increased when unsa-
turated helium is constantly being convected into the re-
gion near the surface of the drop. (In addition, the con-
vection of the helium will cause the drop to have an
equilibrium position slightly below the level where its
density matches that of the helium fluid. ) Thus, the
drop will be colder than calculated using Table I. It

seem likely, but it has not been proven, that the convec-
tion results in a larger

~

b T
~

for small drops than for
big ones, and we believe that this is the reason for the
apparent dependence of nucleation rate on size. To ex-
plain a factor of 10 variation in I" one requires a temper-
ature change of -0. 1 K, i.e., -4 times the AT due to
evaporation into helium at rest. An enhancement of AT
of this amount due to convection is plausible.

In addition to this evaporation effect there is the AT
due to flow induced by the surface tension discussed ear-
lier. This flow lifts the drops to a warmer level, and also
pulls down warmer helium into contact with the drop.
This effect should make small drops warmer than large
ones, and hence has a dependence on size opposite to
that of evaporation. We have to assume that the eva-
poration effect dominates. To try to separate the two
effects we looked at drops in a special cell in which we
were able to produce a region with a very low vertical
temperature gradient ( & 0. 5 K cm ' ). This should
reduce the importance of flow induced by the surface
tension relative to that produced by evaporation. We
found that in this cell at 11 K the small drops floated at
a lower height than larger ones, in support of this inter-
pretation.

For these reasons there is an uncertainty in tempera-
ture of the drops, which at a nominal temperature 11 K
might be as large as 0.2 K. This error depends on the
size of the drops and since different size drops have to be
used at diff'erent temperatures (I varies by 10 over 0.6
K), there may be a substantial error in the results for the
temperature dependence of I .

We have carried out several experiments to study the
possible influence of impurities on the measured nu-
cleation rate. The filtering system should remove impur-
ities with high freezing temperatures. It will not re-
move HD or Dz, however. In a separate experiment we
added 1% D2 to the Hz and found that the nucleation
rates were raised by —10 at 11 K. Thus, one expects
that the naturally occurring HD or Dz impurities (0.015
at. % of D in H) will have a very small influence on the
nucleation process. We also made a few measurements
for normal hydrogen, n-H2 (i.e., 75%%uo ortho-Hz). In this
case the nucleation rate was increased by —10 . We
think that this increase can be explained by the onset of
rotational ordering in the solid phase. At high T both
liquid and solid n-H2 have an entropy of 0.75 ln3 arising
from the degeneracy of the L = 1 ortho molecules.
(There is also a spin entropy which does not depend on
temperatures, and can therefore be ignored. ) As the
temperature is lowered, quadrupolar interactions order
the rotational moments in the solid and, to a much
smaller extent, in the liquid. This decrease in the entro-
py and free energy of the solid relative to the liquid
causes the triple point of n-H2 to be at 13.96 K, com-
pared to 13.81 K for p-H2. From the measured quadru-
polar specific heat of solid n-H2 we can estimate the
quadrupolar contribution, 5F~, to the difference in free
energies of the liquid and solid at lower temperatures.
At 11 K we find 5F~ is 0.27 K, whereas our estimate
of 5FLs for p-H2 was 2.59 K. This change in the free-
energy difference results in a change in the nucleation
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rate of —10 at 11 K, in rough agreement with our mea-
surements. 20

10

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 7 includes the theoretical dependence of the
rate for thermal nucleation based on an assumed value
of 0.874 cgs for the liquid-solid surface energy. This cal-
culation includes corrections to allow for the applied
pressure and the variation of this pressure with tempera-
ture. We have chosen aLs to fit the data in the lower
part of the temperature range where the effects of eva-
poration should be less important. As discussed above,
the temperature dependence of I cannot be determined
accurately experimentally, so the discrepancy between
theory and experiment is not considered significant.

We can use the value of eLs to estimate the nucleation
rate in the absence of applied pressure. At a pressure of
15 bars, as we have in the present experiment, the densi-
ty of the liquid is only 1.7% greater than at zero pres-
sure. We therefore assume that aLs still has the value of
0.874 at P =0. Results of the calculation of I (T) are
shown in Fig. 9 (curve 3). The maximum nucleation
rate I,„occurs at 7 K and has a value —10'
sec 'cm . This calculation assumes a temperature-
independent value of nLs. Even a small temperature
dependence to aLs causes a very large change in I
A model for the temperature dependence has been pro-
posed by Woodruff, who assumed that

daLs dnLG aLs
dT dT aL~

(50)

The temperature dependence of aL& in the range 14—20
K can be fitted by

aLG ——3.84—0.004 63T

Then using (50) and aLs ——0.874 at 10.7 K we obtain

CKLs=1 014—0.001 22T

(51)

(52)

The calculated value of I (T) using Eq. (52) for aLs is
shown as curve B in Fig. 9. The value of I „in this
case is —10' sec ' cm

Let ~,„be the time it takes to cool a drop of radius R
through the temperature range near the maximum. To
avoid nucleation we need

+maxI max & 1 (53)

Thus, if curve B is correct we need ~ „&2/10 sec
for 10-pm-diam drops, and ~,„&2 sec for 1 pm drops.
A limit to the cooling rate of a drop is set by the
thermal diffusivity of the liquid. The characteristic time
w, for heat to be conducted out of a sphere whose sur-
face is cooled is of the order of R /DL, where Dl is the
thermal diffusivity of the liquid. Dl is fairly slowly
varying and at T3 has the value 1.5)&10 cm sec
Thgs, for 1- and 10-pm-diam drops ~, is 1.7&10 and
1.7&10 sec, respectively. These times are therefore
much shorter than needed.

There are two other interesting problems that may
stand in the way of the production of superfluid Hz.

10
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—10
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FIG. 9. Calculated nucleation rates. 3 and B are the rates
for classical nucleation using a constant aLs and allowing for
some temperature dependence of aLs, respectively, as discussed
in the text. A ' and B' are the corresponding rates for quantum
tunneling through the barrier.
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The first is the possibility that even if liquid H2 does not
freeze into a crystalline solid, a glass transition may
occur. The various hydrodynamic effects we have ob-
served are consistent with the assumption that the
viscosity has a value not very different from that extra-
polated from data above T3. Thus, at least down to 10.6
K there is no sign of a rapidly increasing viscosity which
might be expected if the system were approaching a
glass transition.

The second problem is tunneling through the nu-
cleation barrier, as distinct from thermal activation. Us-
ing'the Lifshitz-Kagan theory as evaluated in Ref. 2,
we have calculated the nucleation rate I & via quantum
tunneling for aLs ——0.874 cgs, and for aLs given by Eq.
(50). The results are included in Fig. 9. If ats stays
constant at 0.874, I & is —10' cm sec ' at low T, and
this would make a superfluid experiment very difficult,
since even a drop of 0.1 pm diameter would have a life-
time of only 2 & 10 sec. With the temperature-
dependent aLs, Eq. (52), the value of I & is only —10
cm sec ', a value which would not create a problem
working with drops of 1 pm size. Thus, the importance
of I & is dependent on the small (and unknown) tempera-
ture dependence of ass. Note, however, that as dis-
cussed in Ref. 2 the Lifshitz-Kagan theory may substan-
tially overestimate I &.

We have constructed an apparatus which can cool
drops of diameter —10 pm very rapidly and will report
on these experiments separately.
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APPENDIX

To find the equation of state for Auid helium we have
used the data of Hill and Lounasmaa. We took their
raw data points on p=0.07410, 0.07706, and 0.08180
g cm for 9 & T ( 12.5 K and fitted these points by the
expression

P = A )+ A2p'+ A3p' + A4T'+ A5T' + A6p'T' (A 1)

XH ——18 exp( —101/T) . (A2)

At 10 K XH is 7&10, and at 12 K it is 4X10 . We
corrected the density and the presence for the hydrogen
fraction. For the pressure we simply assumed that the
Hz makes a contribution nH kT, where nH is the H2

number density. This correction is only 0.2% at 12 K.
The density of liquid p-H2 has been measured from 14

to 20 K by Scott and Brickwedde. ' They fitted their

p'=(p po)!p—o, T'=(T —T, )/To, and

po ——0.08000 g cm, To ——10.8 K. This gives (in bars)

A
&
= 14.948 A 4 =25. 37

Aq ——18.37, A5 ———0.56,
A =51.77, A =38.15 .

This fits each of the eight data points to better than
+0. 1%%uo, which is less than the uncertainty in the data.
The equation of state we need is slightly modified by the
presence of a small concentration of H2 in the He. We
have estimated this correction from the measured solu-
bility XH of Hz in He. For a pressure of 13.8 bars the
solubility can be fitted to the form

We have simply extrapolated this into the region below
T3. Equation (A3) is strictly a fit at the saturated vapor
pressure, but below T3 this is essentially equivalent to
the density for P =0. To obtain an equation of state for
nonzero pressure, we have used the isothermal bulk
modulus B(T) given by McCarty et al. We took their
values for the range 14—20 K, and fitted the temperature
dependence by

B (T)= Ao —A 2T (A4)

We then used this to extrapolate their data to the range
below T3. This correction to the density was made to
first order in P, and was typically —1%. An additional
correction has to be applied to allow for the solubility of
the He in the H2. At 13.8 bars the solubility data can
be fitted to the form

X4H =0.25 exp( —55/T) . (A5)

Thus, at 11 K the He concentration is 0.17%, and only
a very rough correction is needed. To make this correc-
tion we assumed that the volume occupied by a He
atom in the liquid is the same as that of a Hz molecule,
and that the pressure is a function only at T and the to-
tal number density.

The final result for the pressure for neutral buoyancy
is shown in Table I.

data by

pL (T)=2.016/(24. 902 —0.0888T +0.013 104T2) .

(A3)
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